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EZproxy® and Analytics



Provide seamless

access to electronic



Demands of users Unauthorized usage
Library 

decision-making



Why nearly 5,000 libraries prefer EZproxy

Simple implementation

Library controls how user data is shared

Log files contain rich usage data

Access to “long tail” content providers

Uses existing library authentication



How does EZproxy differ from 

SAML-based solutions like 

OpenAthens?



SAML vs EZproxy

SAML

Patrons’ identities may be 

shared with content providers
Patrons’ identities are shielded

Data that is instrumental in library 

decision-making is not held on the 

library’s servers

All usage data on the proxy 

server remains within the 

library’s control

Implementation is at the 

institution level

EZproxy is treated as a part 

of the library’s infrastructure



How does EZproxy help 

libraries monitor and prevent 

unauthorized usage?



“95% of cybersecurity breaches are 

due to human error.”

Cyber Solutions

Neither EZproxy nor SAML can prevent this, due to credentials being hacked elsewhere. 



A real-time call out 

to a security API
Security data logged 

on the proxy server

EZproxy offers two lines of defense that help libraries monitor 

and detect security breaches.



EZproxy hosted is seamless

“If you’re looking for the right authentication solution for all your publishers, then I 

haven’t seen one better. As an institution we’ve used others, but EZproxy hosted 

is seamless. It’s a huge improvement for us."

Aaron Burrell

Digital Learning Systems Manager, University of Suffolk



Demands of users Unauthorized usage
Library 

decision-making



Demands of users Unauthorized usage

Library 

decision-making

A desire to keep 

improving the 

user experience

Increased 

concerns around 

data security

An awareness that 

the collection and 

aggregation of data 

points can drive 

more informed 

decision-making



How does EZproxy help libraries 

make more informed decisions?



Paint a robust picture



EZproxy Analytics helps libraries make more informed decisions.

Collection 

development

Demonstrate 

library value
Monitor 

usage

Manage 

support



EZproxy Analytics makes it easy to get actionable insights.

Before After



EZproxy Analytics Partnership

log the data
extract and 

enrich
build 

dashboards

Partnership with
World-class technology powers 

EZproxy Analytics



EZproxy Analytics Pilot

6 Institution Pilot – 3 in Americas, 3 in Europe



“I'm interested in comparing [the EZproxy Analytics student usage] data to other 

data the library collects to see if it would help us paint a robust picture of library 

use and value.”

Mary Wegmann

Collection Development Librarian, Sonoma State University

Paint a robust picture



“We have 28 platforms that we need usage for, worth about $23,000. [EZproxy

Analytics reports offer] a good gauge to determine which resources we need to 

flag for possible cancellation next year.”

A good gauge

Margaret Hogarth

Electronic Resources and Licensing Librarian, The Claremont Colleges



“[We’re interested in the EZproxy Analytics] multiple geographies data showing 

quite quickly there could be compromised accounts… .That's intelligence that 

we've never had access to before, or that we've had to wait until the following 

month to have access to.”

Tim O'Neill

Electronic Resources Coordinator, University of Manchester

Never had access to before



EZproxy Analytics helps libraries

Make sense of usage data in EZproxy logs

Get a more holistic view of content platform usage

Validate content providers’ COUNTER reports

See meaningful data in a few clicks

Create custom reports for deeper insights

Collaborate and share with colleagues



User scenario #1

Managing student support













User scenario #2

Analyzing collections















User scenario #3

Detecting and preventing 

unauthorized usage



















Submit survey at oc.lc/ezp-analytics-survey

EZproxy Analytics: Coming soon

How do you want to use EZproxy Analytics?




